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the historical writings of the jewish historian josephus
371003710037 100loo AD are our best source for knowledge of conditions
in palestine during the first century AD the english classiciseclassiciscclassicizeclassicise
G A williamson has tried a new approach to the study of this
controversial figure by relating him more comcompletelypletelylately to his
palestinian and roman background about four fifths of the
book isis devoted to a description of the life of josephus and the
political cross currents in palestine their relation to the roman
empire and the final explosive jewish revolt against rome
667066 70 AD the career of josephus is intimately associated
with these events in his role as a jewish aristocrat diplomat
and commanding general against the romans in galileegalileo he
was defeated and captured early in thethinthid war then he became
a roman partisan and negotiator who tried to persuade the
jews to submit to rome the leading personalities and events
of the immediate prewarpre war period and the war are set forth with
sharp descriptive and narrative skill by the author to a large
degree williamson presents his account from the exciting and
dramatic eyewitnesseye witness perspective of josephus jewish war sup-
plementedplemen ted with his own scholarly commentary

the last thirty years of the historian s life were spent
in rome as a highly favored prot6g6protege of the flavian emperors
vespasian and titus who commanded the roman forces in
the jewish war he received wealth roman citizenship and
imperial protection from the slander and conspiratorial pro-
secutionsecution of bitter jewish enemies this hostility is understand-
able because of his changing sides during the war and the
pro roman bias of his jewish war he devoted this time to lit-
erary activity he learned greek and was aided in his writing
by learned greek assistants and a wealthy patron epaphrodiepaphrodit
tus

he wrote the jewish war about 75 AD to correct the in-
accuraciesaccuracies of greek writers of that episode and to honor the
achievements inin it of his imperial patrons towards the end of
his life he wrote jewish antiquities to present the great histori-
cal and religious heritage of his people to a hostile gentile
public about the same time he wrote his life which is almost
entirely devoted to a violent defense of his conduct in the early
months of the war because of the charge inin a recently pub
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lisheddished book by a jew justus of tiberiasbiberiasTiberias that he had agitated
the war he also launches a vitriolic attack on the activities
of justus himself as an agitator for revolt there are many flat
contradictions between his account in the life of his role
in the war and the account inin his jewish war his last pre-
served work is against aplonapiou a learned and literary refutation
of the many false criticisms leveled against the jews and their
religion by sophisticated greek intellectuals led by aplon of
alexandria josephus manifests here a genuine and deep devo-
tion to the faith of his people

williamson shows clearly why josephus has been the sub-
ject of extended and bitter scholarly controversy for many years
in his evaluation of josephus as a historian he avoids the ex-
tremes of unduly harsh criticism and high praise the faults
of the jewish waywar are very real with its harsh judgments and
biting attack upon his personal enemies the many long speech-
es 0of jewish and roman leaders the boasting and self vindica-
tion of the author s own conduct the highly dramatic exag-
gerationgeration inin the tales of stupendous heroics horror violence
suffering and the enormous battle statistics furthermore
there is constant adulation of the brilliant strategy resource-
fulnessful ness courage and virtue of vespasian and titus how-
ever this display of rhetorical distortion and bias must be
viewed inin the light of contemporary greek and roman
historiography viewed in this context josephus was merely
following the conventions of the historical guild on the other
hand his collection of numerous sources including the memoirs
of vespasian and titus his basic accuracy in the account of
the war except wherein he was personally involved his de-
scription of palestinian geography battle topography the city
of jerusalem roman military engines weapons legionary for-
mations and discipline and tactics are essentially accurate and
valuable history the antiquities is far inferior in historical
quality to the jewish ularwarvar it isis history from adam to 66 AD
most of it is based on the old testament supplemented by
legends and the author s imagination its literary style is dry
and involved except the description of the reign of herod the
great whose vivid and full account is based on the greek
historian nicolaus of damascus

A work of such extensive description and analysis as will-
iamson s is bound to raise some questions of emphasis omis-
sion and interpretation the long historical survey is largely
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confined to the outstanding leaders and political events one
could wish for a more penetrating analysis of basic political
issues and causes likewise there isis little attention to funda-
mental social and intellectual trends that are pertinent to the
background of josephus there isis a superficial treatment of
contemporary jewish religion and hardly anything about the
role and significance of the law of moses the phariseesPharisees are
given an extremely negative image not in keeping with recent
scholarly studies nevertheless it isis a most interesting well
written and informative analysis of josephus his life charac-
ter and significance as a writer and historian inin his relation-
ship to the vital and complex events of his time
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